I think there are some serious flaws in the paper structure that could affect the publication of the article. The main issue is that there is an important lack of structure, content and, practical examples:

1) The paper is not a research paper. The main problem here is the lack of a huge part of basic and recent literature. The introduction is not a reflection of the context of the subject. The GIS based approach arguments is way too much discussed in a general sense while erosion study and the other specific approach are not even cited in the paragraph. There exists an extensive literature on this specific issue which should provide context for this work.

2) The paper is very confusing in some part (see the GIS representation of geographic object paragraph). It is obvious that the authors have made some work on that but it is not possible to present this entire work without details to a journal paper. A paper is good when it is clear and concise. Moreover the structure is more as a thesis than a journal paper (see as an example the end of the Introduction paragraph). The authors have already published an extensive literature on that topics?. Which are the relevant improvement or new insight of this new paper?

3) Another main problem of this paper is that the reader is not given the necessary information of any practical examples. The authors should provide some quality and quantitative example of different data (if they have used any).

4) The figures are not all necessary and most lack information.

5) Conclusion has no real conclusion - instead is written as a summary and a short discussion.